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Abatract

This paper studies an information disclosure game in whicó the sender

can sigaal a óidden actioa by sending s mstly, ex poat verifiable mes-
sage. Noise may prevent a measage from reacáing the receirer. The
game óaa a unique equiGbrium. In this equilibrium táe aender ran-

domizes between informing the receiver and remaining silent. While
not diselosing informatioa, the aender takes the minimum level ofef-

fort: there is moral hazard. Various examplea ofproblems to which
the model can be applied sre discussed.
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1 Introduction

An economíc agent who has private information may not always find it in
his interest to inform another agent. For instance, imagine a seller who
knows that the quality of the product that he offera for sale ie low. In
this paper 1 investigate strategic discloaure of verifiable information in a
noisy environment. Messagea, which contain information about a hidden
action of the sender, may not reach the other agent (the receiver) because
of noise. Sending a message may be costly. Moreover, disclosed information
is coatlessly verifiable ex post, so that only truthful measages are aent. This
asaumption is juatified if, for example, the sender incura legál liability if he
liea. The sender can also chooae to remain silent. Subaequently, the receiver
responds with an action that dependa on the information he received.

The action of each agent affects the other's benefita. The actions of the
agents can be viewed as effort levels. I asaume that the aender dislikes a
high level ofeffort but wanta the receiver to make as much effort as possible.
The receiver, on the other hand, is willing to take a higher level of effort
if 6e observea a higher level made by the aender. Because the aender has
an incentive to shirk, there is a moral hazard problem. The model, which ia
stated in general terms, generates predictions for varioua economic problems.
Three examples are discussed in thia paper.

The main result of the analysis is that the noise enables the sender to
select a low effort level and hide this by not sending a measage. The receiver,
after remaining uninformed, is uncertain about whether the aender did not
disclose information or a message simply did not reach him. If the level
of noise and the disclosure cost are suflïciently low, there exista a unique
equilibrium in which the sender randomizes between (i) taking the lowest
effort that is possible and remaining silent, and (ii) taking a high effort and
informing the receiver. Accordingly, the sender "cheata" the receiver with
positive probability, in the sense of taking the minimum effort level and not
informing the receiver. Conditions under which a unique equilibrium of this
type exists are given. Moreover, I ahow that the sender randomizes between
(i) and (ii) for any level of noise, no matter óow small.

Earlier literature on truthful disclosure of information includes Gross-
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man [5], Verrecchia [9] and Jovanovic [6]. Grossman [5] considers the ca.se

in which the quality of the product of a monopolist is determined by na-

ture. The monopolist knowa the quality and can disclose this information at

zero cost to a potential buyer. The higheat-quality type has an incentive to

discloae his private information since he does not want to be mistaken for a

lower-quality type. Once the seller witó the highest quality identifiea himaelf

by disclosing hia type, the next-higheat quality seller also wanta to separate

himself from the lower-quality types. Repeating this argument yields that

the aeller always announces his quality because buyers will asaume the worst

if they receive no information. The difference with my results is that in

Crossman's model, a low-quality producer cannot remain silent in order to

be inixed up with a high-quality type. In my model however, the presence

of noise createa the possibility of misleading the buyer. Moreover, contrary

to Grossman, I investigate a moral hazard problem.

In Verrecchia [9] a manager decides to reveal or withhold information
about the liquidating value of a riaky asset. However, becàuae discloaure
is costly in his model, asaet tradera who receive no information are unaure
about whether (i) the withheld information represented bad news or (ii)
the diaclosure coat was prohibitively high. This uncertainty cauaes a result
different than Groasman's: the manager will only disclose information that
reprebents a value above some threshold level. In my paper, the private
information doea not concern the outcome of a random event but an action
choice. Uacertainty on the aide of the receiver is caused by noise.

Jovanovic [6] addreasea the question of whether market incentives are
auf~icient to induce diacloaure of the quality of a commodity. In particular,
Jovanovic studies public policies concerning voluntary versus mandatory dis-
closure when quality is a random event. In my model public policies would
not only affect diaclosure atrategies but also the action choice of the sender.

This paper ia also related to the literature on signaling and cheap talk
gamea. In a signaling game, (see for inatance the seminal work by Spence [8],
and a more recent article by Cho and Krepa [2]), signals provide no hard in-
formation except that they may allow some types to distinguish themselvea.
This identification is due to the fact that different types have different pref-
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erences (or incur different coats) about signals. The main departure from the
literature on signaling games in this paper is that "disclosure of informationr
refers to the provision of hard, truthful information.' Moreover, a atandard
assumption in the literature on signaling games is that the aender is privately
informed about óis type, which has been selected randomly by nature. In
my model, private information concerns a hidden action. The contrast with
cheap talk (see for inatance Crawford and Sobel [3]) is that in that literature
signals are coatless, unverifiable and non-binding.

The model is presented in section 2. Examples of applications for the
model are given in section 3. The equilibrium concept is discusaed in aec-
tion 4. Section 5 contaíns the analysis and statea the formal resulta. Finally,
section 6 diacussea the examples of aection 3 in relation to the analytic reaults,
and concludes the paper.

2 The Model

Consider a model with two agenta, a sender (called S) and a receiver (called
R). The sender chooses a hidden action t E T-[t,!] C~i, together with
some probability of sending a message r(t) E[0,1]. Such a message states
the action selected by S (e.g. "I have aelected t"). The chqáce of action is
described by a probability diatribution function F: T~ [0,1). By asauming
that signals can be costlesaly verified, we restrict S's messages to be truthful.
R.evealing his action may be coatly for S: he ha.v to pay a cost c 1 0 when
he informs R. Nature may prevent R from receiving information. That is,
iadependently of t, R receives a signal fmm S only with probabiGty .1 E(0,1).
One can interpret 1- a as the level of noise. The pazameter values of c
and a are common knowledge. If R observes a aignal, he chooses action
a(t) E A- ~,8] C~i. Otherwise, he selects some ao E A.

The payoffa of S and R are given by US(t, a) and UR(t, a), respectively.
Both functions are twice continuously differentiable in t and a. Moreover,

~ As Leland (7) Pointe out, a signalina aame can incorporate s diselosure Same. In s
sianaling aame trutb-tellina will occut in equilibrium if the coet of lying ie ptohibitively
hiah. Etirthermore, diacloeina no informstioo can be viewed ae eendina a particular eignal.
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they satisfy the following assumptions.

Assumption 1 US(t,a) is (i) strictly incrrasing in a, b~t; (iiJ strictly de-
creasing in t, b~a; and (iii) eoneaoe in (t, a).

The interpretation of asaumption 1 is that (i) S wanta R to take a high effort,
(ii) S has an incentive to aelect a low action (in terms of effort levels, S is
lazy). Pazt (iii) of the assumption implies that there exista a pair (t, a) that
maximizes S's benefita. However, R instead of S chooses a.

Assumption 2 UR(t, a) (i) is strictly concaoe in a, `dt; and (ii) satisfies
a~uR(t, a)I(aeaa) ~ o. ~

According to assumption 2, for each action of S, R has a unique payoff-
maximiziag reaponse. By part (ii) of the assumption, it follows that the
best response of an informed receiver is increasing in the sender's action (aee
section 4 for details).

Summarizing, S dialikes taking high effort, but benefits if R takes a high
effort. R is willing to take a higher effort if he observes that S's action is
higher. However, R cannot observe S's action, and informing R is costly for
S. Since R may not receive S's message, he is not sure about S's action
when receiving no information. This creates a moral hazard problem.

3 Applications

Various economic problems can be described by the informátion disclosure
game under investigation. In thia section, I give aome examples. They will
be taken up again in the Concluaion, in combination with the resulta of the
analyais.

Example 1: Quality selection and advertising.~
Conaider a monopoliat ( the aender) who can choose the quality t of the
product that he offers for sale. At the same time, he decides on advertising

~Thie exsmple is related to Groesmao [5], diecueeed in the lntroduction.
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product quality, which costs c. The price of the good is the same for all
qualities (this rules out the posaibility that the price ia informative). An
advertisement serves only as a statement about product quality. There is one
potential buyer (the receiver), who is aware of the exiatence of the product
but may overlook an advertisement that would inform him about the quality.
He knows the price independent ofobaerving an advertisement. For instance,
quality statements are done in some newspaper, while the price ia posted in
the shop. The buyer purchases the good with probability a(t) E[0, 1] if he
observea an advertisement, and with probability ao E[0,1] otherwise.

If we assume that high quality is more costly to produce than is low
quality, then the seller's profit function (net of advertiaing costs) is decreasing
in quality. Since the price is constant, there is a moral hazard problem. More
specificallY,

Us(t, a) - a(r - C(t)) t (1 - a)(-C(t)) - ar - C(t),

where C(t) is the unit cost of producing quality t, C~(t) ~ 0; and r denotes
the price of the good. The aeller's profit function is increasing in the proba-
bility that the buyer makes a purchase. Of course, the buyer's net benefita
are increasing ia quality. Suppose for inatance that UR(t, a) - a(t - r).3

Example 2: Government procurement and environmental policy.
Consider a firm (the sender) with a pollutive production process, and a gov-
ernment aaency (the receiver) that has to decide on a procurement con-
tract with the firm. The firm aelects an investment level t in equipment
that reducea pollution. Subsequently, the firm can send evideace of these
environment-friendly expenditures (e.g. a dossier that consists of brochures
and bills) to the government agency. There is a reason to do so if the agency,
who decides on the size of the procurement contract a, takes the environmen-
tal effort of the firm into account while making the procurement decision.
The reseon may be that the government carea about the quality of the en-
vironment and usea its procurement methods to infiuence "green„ behavior.

~The fact that Up(t, a) is not etrictly coacave in a cauees no problema, becauee it can
be approximsted by a strictly concave function sucft as UR(t, a) - a(t - r) t f ~n (n
larae).
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Accordingly, UR(t, a) is increasing in f. Becauae of govemment bureaucracy,
with poeitive probability the firm's dossier gets lost. The agency selects con-
tract size ao if it óas no dossier, and a(t) if it has evidence that the firm made
a green inveatment t. The firm's profit function Us(t, a) is decreasing in t,
the money spent on equipment for pollution reduction, and increasing in the
size of the procurement contract a. By asaumption 2(i), there is an optimal
contract size for the government. '

Example S: Eflort as óidden sction in a cooperative.
Suppose that there are two workera, S and R. Worker S chooses an effort
level t, and worker R an effort level a. The efforts are inputa in a production
process that can be deacribed by a production function F(t, a). Worker S's
effort is preparatory; for instance, he has to fine-tune a machine before it is
used. After obaerving t, worker R chooses an effort level a(f), otherwise aome
ao. When R remaina uninformed about t, either S did not inform him or the
message got loat. By asaumption 2(ii), the effort of R depende positively on
the preparatory effort. After R's input, production is realized. The workera
share the output F(t, a) according to a given diatribution (a~, l- a). The
payoff of a worker ia hia part of the output minus hia effort. Accordingly,

Us(t, a) - aF(t,a) - t,

and
UR(t, a) - (1 - a)F(t, a) - a.

Assumption 2 (ii) becomea

i~F(t, a) ~ 0
8taa

and guarantses complementarity of the production process.
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4 Equilibrium Concept

The notion of perfect Bayesian equilibrium of Drew Fudenberg and Jean
Tirole [4] is uaed to solve the game. Hence, in equilibrium the following
requirementa muat be met:

l. S employa a atrategy (specifying F(.) and r(t) for all t in the eupport
of F) that is optimal given R'e strategy.

2. If R doea not receive a message, he must have beliefa about which
action S has choaen.

3. Given his beliefs, R must aelect an action a that is aequentially rational,
i.e., hia sction muat be optimal given hia beliefa.

4. R's beliefs are determined by Bayes' rule, i.e., beliefs are expreased by
probabilities that take eventa that have occuned pmperly into account.

If S aelects aome t' (that is, t' is an element of the aupport of F(.)), then
for given (ao,a(t)), t' and r'(t') jointly maximize

r(t)[avs(t, a(t)) f(1- a)us(t, a~) - cl f (1- r(t))us(t, a~) -
r(t)[avs(t,a(t)) - J1vs(t,ao) - c] f vs(t,ao). (1)

R's atrategy consiata of potential actions ao and a(t), t E T. After having
received a message, R believes it to be true. R's beat-response function if he
has learned that S has chosen t is

a'(t) - argm~c UR(t,a) (2)

ln an interior optimum for R(that is, if a'(t) E (g,á)), we have that

8UR(t, a'(t)) - 0.
aa

Differentiating with respect to t yields

a~uR(t, a'(t)) a~uR(t, a'(t)) aa'(t) -

ataa } aa~ at - o- (3)

Using assumption 2 it ia easily aeen that a'(t) is (atrictly) increasing in t. By
the Theorem of the Maximum, a'(t) is a continuoua function.
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When R doea not receive a message, he updates hia beliefs according to
Bayes' rule. Accordingly, his beliefa are deacribed by the probability diatri-
bution function

' 1 - r(t')J1
G(t) - ~ fT(1 - r(r)a)dF(r)dF(t'). (4)

Not knowing which action S has selected, R's best-response function dependa
on his beliefa, according to

aó - ar8max I UR(t, a)dG(t).
T

(5)

R maximizea hia expected benefita, based on the diatribution function that
repreaenta his beliefs.

5 Analysis

5.1 Preliminary R.emarks

As a starting point, I will shortly diacusa a related model. Conaider the game
in which agenta S and R simultaneously chooae actiona, and auppose that
asaumptiona 1 and 2 hold (the aimaltaneous-move game). In this game, there
exista a unique Nash equilibrium in which S chooaea ~, and R aelecta a'(t).
To see this, notice that R's beat reaponae is a'(f,) if S chooaes action ~. Since
UR(t, a) is continuous in a, and A ia compact, a'(t) exists. Furthermore,
because UR(t,a) is strictly concave in a, a'(f) ia unique. Given any action
a of R, S's beat response is to pick action ~, aince US(t, a) is continuoua
and atrictly decreasing in t, and T ia compact (the choice of ~ is a dominant
strategy).

If in the information disclosure game sending a message ia very costly or
the noise is very denae, then S and R aelect actíona in equilibrium as if they
are playing simultaneously.' Accordingly, actiona t and a'(t) are taken.

Assumptions 1 and 2 suggeat that in the simultaneous-move game, S
could perhapa improve his payoff by committing himaelf to án action t 1 t.
Commitment can be introduced by departing from the simultaneous-move

'See propasition 1, subseetioo 5.2 for a tormalisation.
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structure and óaving S move firat. For instance, consider the game where
S chooaes an action t, and R(who obaerves S's action) follows with aelect-
ing an action a(I call this the Stackelberg game). The following asaumption
assures that the Stackelberg game has a unique equiGbrium in pure strate-
gies that yielda S a óigher utility level than in the Nash equilibrium of the
simultaneous-move game.

Assumption S Then esists a t 7 t such that US(t, a'(t)) 1 US(~, a'(f)).

This condition is assumed to hold throughout the paper. Its implication
is that in the information disclosure game with zero diaclosure c~t and no
noiae, there is a unique equilibrium in which some action t' 1 f(auch that
t' maximizes US(t,a'(t)) with reapect to t) and beat responae a'(t') are
selected. In other worda, there are gaina from commitment and subaequent
communication.

5.2 Results

I will now return to the noisy information disclosure game. The firat reault
is that ao equilibrium outcome may reaemble the equilibrium outcome of the
simultaneous-move game of subeection 5.1. If aending a message ia aufficiently
expensive, ot if the probability that a message will reach R is sufficiently
low, then S will select ~ without diacloaing information. The intuition ia
straightforward: if information transmission is prohibited by à high coat and
a higó level of noiae, then S keepa R uninformed and the agents act as if they
have to make their decisiona simultaneoualy. Propoeition 1 atatea that there
exists a function f(a) auch that S will not inform R if and only if ~(J~) c c,
that is, the level of noiae and the discloaure cost are aufficiently high.a Let
supp F denote the support of F(.).

Proposition 1 There ezista a function ~(a) auch that if and only ij~(.1) C c

then exiata a unique uno diaclosure" equilibrinm, tlaat is, r'(t) - 0,`dt E

supp F. Monooer, S chooaes action f with probability 1, and R chooses

action á( t) in this equilibrium.

Sln the lrorder ease E(a) - c, tóe xnder u indifterent.
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Proof: Suppoae that in equilibrium r'(t) - O,dt E aupp F. Since UR(t, a) is
atrictly concave in a, the receiver'e expected payoff function ie alao etrictly
ooncave in a for all beliefa that he may hold. Therefore, aó ie unique and R
does not randomize. Thia fact and aaeumption 1(ii) enaure that S aelects
action t with probability 1 for all a~. R rationally infera S's action choice in
equilibrium, that is, his beliefa satiafy G(f) - 1. Therefore, a~ - a'(f).

Now that we know which sctions are chosen in an equilibrium without
discloaure, the uif and only if" part of the propoaition will be eatabliahed. S
doea not diacloae, that ia, r'(t) - 0 for all t E aupp F, if and only if

us(~,~) ? aus(t,~(t)) f(1- a)US(t,~) - ~, vrE T.

Equ;valently,

us(~, ~) ? max{aUs(t, ~ (t)) f (1- a)US(t, ~)} - ~ (6)
Let aUs(t, a'(t)) f(1 -.1)US(t, a~) be maximized by t 1 f. Then (6) is
equivalent to

c ~ ~(.1),

where ~(J1) is defined by

f(~) -~Us(t, a~(t7) f(1 - a)Us(t, a~(t)) - Us(f, a~(t)).

O

(7)

(8)

The function ~(J1) satisfiea F(0) G 0, that is, if ineasage never arrive, then
no matter how low the diacloaure coat, S will not inform R. Moreover, aince
a'(t) ~ a'(f) - a~ and US(t,a) is atrictly increasing in a, it followa that
~'(a) ~ 0, tbat is, f(.) is increaaina in a. By inepection of the inequslity
f(J~) C c, one can say that the hiaher ia the level of noiae, the larger is the
parameter range in which information discloaure doea not occur.

In the reat of thia paper it is asaumed that informing the receiver ia not
a priori precluded by the sender. Accordingly, it is aasumed that

c c ~(a). (9)
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The interpretation of (9) is that the cost of disclosure and the level of noiae
are sufficiently low to allow for information disclosure (cf. proposition 1).
IVotice that ~(a) 1 0 for all a E(0, 1), Lherefore, inequality (9) is always
satisfied if c is sufficiently low.

The following lemma formally states that if S selects an action t~ t,
then 6e sends a message with certainty. The reason is that an informed R
takes a more favorable action (from S's point of view) than an uninformed
R. Intuitively, since S wants R to take an action as high as poasible, S
would have no incentive to send a measage if an informed R would take a
less favorable action than an uninformed R.

Lemma 1 Suppose that in an equilibrium then is a t E supp F such that
t 1 t. Then (i~ r'(t) - 1, and (ii) a'(t) ~ aó. Moreooer, S never ehooses a
t) t with probability 1.

Proof: Let t 1 t be in the support of F(.).
(i) The expected utility of S from aelecting t is

r'(t)[~Us(t, a'(t)) f(1 - a)Us(t, au) - c) ~- (1 - r (t))Us(t, aó) ?

[t follows that

which implies

Us(t, aó) ~ Us(t, aó).

r(t)~aUs(t, ~(t)) - aUs(t, aó) - c] ~ 0,

Us(t,a'(t)) - Us(t,aó) 1 c~J1. (10)
By inspection of (1) it is easily seen that S's expected utility from choosing
t is maximized by setting r'(t) as high as posaible, that ie, r'(t) - 1.
(ii) The second statement follows from Us(t, a'(t)) - Us(t, a~) ~ 0 and as-
sumption 1 (ii).
Finally, if S selects some action t 1 f with probability 1, then;in equilibrium,
R rationally infers S's action, whether or not he received a signal. That is,
a~ - a'(t). But then S has no incentive to inform R if c~ 0. Moreover, for
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any c~ 0, S could deviate by selecting action I and aending no measage. To

see this, notice that

Us(t,aó) ~ Us(t,aó) 1 J1Us(t,a~(t)) f( 1 - J1)Us(t,aó) - c.

(The second inequality follows fmm (10).) This yielda a contradiction. o

The following lemma complementa lemma 1: if S chooseá the lowest ac-
tion, then he will not inform R. The reason is that by selecting action f, S
cannot increase his expected benefits by informing R. This is due to the fact
that an uninformed receiver takes an action that is at least as favorable to S
as the optimal action of a receiver who ia informed of l. Moreover, sending
a message may be costly.

Lemma 2 Suppose that in equilibrium t E suppF. Consequently (i) r'(t) -
0, and (iiJ a'(t) G aó.

Proof: Suppose that S chooses action t with positive probability. Since a'(t)
is increasing, we have that a'(t) C a~. By asaumption 1(i), it follows that
Us(t, a'(t)) - Us(t, ao) C 0. This implies

~(Us(t, a~(t)) - Us(t, aó)) - c G 0.

By inspection of (1), it followa that r'(t) - 0. D

The next reault is that S never employs a strategy in equilibrium in which
he excludes action t. Remember that assumption 3 assured that S optimally
selects a t~ t in the Stackelberg game. However, in the disclosure game
with noise and a transmission cost, S will try to cheat R(in the aense of
taking the lowest effort that is poasible without informing R) by aelecting f
with positive probability.

Propoaition 2 In any equiliórium, F(t) ~ 0; that is, S ehooaea action I

with poaitive probability.

Proof: Suppose F(t) - 0. Asaumption 2(iii) impliea that a'(t) ia increasing
in t. Therefore, aó 1 a`(t). Let t be defined by a'(t~ - aó. Such a t exiata by
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continuity of a'(-), and a'(t) G aó G a'(t). Moteover, as ao ~ a'(t), we have
t~ t. By statement ( ii) of lemma 1, the eupport of F(.) ia contained in the
interval ( t, t~. Because a~ maximizes

I~ UR(t, a)dG(t) - I~ UR(t, a)dC(t),

it follows from asaumption 2(iii) that a~ ~ a'(t', a contradiction. O

[n the remaining part of this aection, I will focus on equilibria of the
following kind: the sender randomizes between (a) aelecting action t and
remaining silent, and (b) aelecting some action t' , f and revealing this with
certainty (I call such an equilibrium a aimple mixed equilibrium). S tries
to cheat by exploiting the uncertainty that ariaes if R doea not receive a
message. Employing a atrategy of this kind is a aimple way for S to try to
mislead R.

Over the range (g,á) the following asaumption is made:a

Aasumption 4 a'(t) is a concave function ooer the rnnge rahen a'(t) E
(4, á).

This condition is satisfied by a variety of functions UR(t, a). Examples of a
general form are UR(t, a) - j(g(a) - h(t)) (see the example in aection 5),
and UR(t,a) - j(a)g(t) f h(a) (see example 1 in section 3). Asaumption 4
implies that S's expected utilíty given the choice of aome action t 1 t and R's
equilibrium strategy (which can be written as aUs(t, a'(t))-}(1-J1)US(t, aá)-
c), is concave in t. Thia in turn implies that the set of optimal actions t' for
S in a simple mixed equilibrium ia concave-valued.~

Existence of a simple mixed equilibrium is claimed in the following propo-

sition.

6 By difterentiatins ( 3) with reepect to t and requirina that 8~a'(t)~8t~ G 0, one can
obtain aseumption 4 ae a result of reatrictione on Ug(t, a).

'Thun aesumptioo 4 allowe tor a fixed-point araument to ehow atiatenee ot s eimple
mixed equilibrium; eee the proof of propaeition 3.
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Proposition S There exists an equilibrium urith the following propertiea:
(i) S chooses t and r'(t) - 0 vrith probability p' ~ 0, and chooses t' ~~ and
r'(t') - 1 wèth probability 1- p';
(ii) R chooses action a'(t) after learning S's action, otherwiae he aelecta

some aó.

Proof: First, check for the equilibrium conditiona.

1. Let
t'(ao) E argmax 1Us(t,a'(t)) -~ (1 - a)Us(t,ao) -c. (11)

Because Us(-, .) is jointly concave in t and a(asaumption 3), and a'(t)
is a concave function, we have that ~Us(t, a'(t))-}(1-~)Us(t, ao)-e is
concave in t. This implies that t'(.) is convex-valued. Further, applying
the Theorem of the Maximum yields that t'(.) ia upper-hemicontinuous.

2. I.et

P(ao, t) E arg mrax pUs(t, ao) f

(1 - P)[aUs(t, á (t)) f (1 - .~)us(e, ao) - c]. (12)

Notice that the correspondence p'(-,.) ia convex-valued and upper-
hemicontinuous.

3. Let

, aó(P,t) E
argmaxPf(1-P)(1-J1)UR(t'a)}

(1 - P)(1 - ~) UR(t,a), (13)P f (1 - P)(1 - a)
Notice that a~(~,.) is a convex-valued and upper-hemicontinuous cor-
respondence.

Second, define the correspondence rp : A x T x [0,1] -~ A x T x [0,1] by

~P(ao,t,P) - au(P,t) x t'(ao) x n(ao,t).

Notice that rp is a convex-valued upper-hemicontinuoua correapondence. Alao,
A x T x[0, 1] is compact and convex. Therefore, by Kakutani's Fixed-
Point Theorem, there exiats a triple (a~,t',p') E A x T x[0,1] such that
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(aó, t', p') E ~p(a~, t', p'). The fixed point ( a~, t', p') of cp and a'(t) conati-

tute an equilibrium. R's best reaponse to p' and t' if he does not receive

a message is aó E a~(p', t'). Given aó, the best that S can do is select

t' E t'(aó) and choose action t with probability p' E p'(aó, t'). After receiv-

ing a message, R's equilibrium reaction is a'(t). If p' - 1 then S chooaea

t with probability one, whereas if p' E(0,1), S is indifferent between (a)

selecting t and not aending a message, and (b) selecting t' and aending a

message with probability 1. O

The following proposition complementa the exiatence result of proposi-
tion 3. If we assume atrict concavity in assumption 1(iii) inatead of concavity,
then the simple mixed equilibrium is unique. -

Proposition 4 If Us(t, a) is strictly concave in (t, a), then there esiats a
unique equilibrium; this equilibrium is a simple mixed equiliórium.

Proof: By lemma 1 we know that for all t E{t ~ t E supp F, t ~ t}, it holds
that r'(t) - 1. Furthermore, r'(t) - 0 according to lemma 2. We muat check
that {t ~ t E aupp F, t) t} has only one element. This is the case if the
function J(t) -.~Us(t,a'(t)) f(1 - a)Us(t,aó) - c is strictly concave. Let
t~,tz E T, ti ~ tz and p E(0,1). Then

f(l~ti f (1 - p)t~) -

aUs(Pt, f(1 - p)ts, a'(l~ti f(1- p)ts)) -F (1- J1)Us(Pti f(1 -{~)ts, au) - c 1

(by concavity of a'(t))

aus(~t~f(1-~)t~,~a'(t~)}(1-~)a'(t~))f(1-a)Us(at~f(1-~)tz,~)-c ~

a~l~Us(ti,a'(ti))f(1-{~)Us(ts,~ (ts))]f(1-a)~I~Us(ti,aó)f(1-l~)Us(ts,aó)]-c-

ls~~Us(ti,a`(ti)) i- (1 - a)Us(ti,aó) - c]f

(1 - P)]~Us(ts, ~ (t~)) f(1 - a)Us(t~, aó) - c] -

!lÍ(ti) f ( 1 - P)f(t~).

Accordingly, f(t) is strictly concave. ~
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The probability with which S chooses the lowest effort in a simplecheating
equilibrium, p', may depend on c and .~. Accordingly let p'(c, a) denote an
equilibrium value of p' given c and a. As stated in the neuct proposition,
the probability that S chooses the high action t' converges to 1 if the noise
disappears. However, if informing R is costlesa, S will atill choose the lowest
action t with positive probability without sending a message. The latter
result is explained by the fact that any level of noise creates an opportunity
to cheat R, despite the fact that S can costleasly inform R in order to induce
a more favorable action choice by R. Proposition 5 tells us that it is the
presence of noise that causes the moral hazard problem, aince even if the
disclosure cost is equal to zero, S selects the minimumeffort level and remains
silent with positive probability.

Proposition 5 In a simple mized equilibrium, (iJ lima-.~ p'(c, a) - 0; and
(ii) p'(O, a) ~ O jor al1 a E(0,1).

Proof: (i) Let a~ 1 and suppose that p' ~ P, where P 1 0; i.e., p' is
bounded away from 0. Then S is indifferent between the two options of the
simple cheating strategy. By inspection of (13), aá -~ a'(t). Aasumption 3
and inequality ( 9) tell us that there ia an action t, t such that choosing this
action and sending a message results in a higher payoff for S than aelecting
t and remaining silent. Because R will assume the worat ( i.e., that S has
chosen t) if he receives no message, S would do strictly better by selecting t
and setting r'(t) - 1. Therefore, he should pick p' - 0, a contradiction.
(ii) Suppose that c- 0 and p' - 0. Accordingly, S selects some Y with
probability 1. Whether or not R is informed, he holds correct beliefs about
S's choice of action in equilibrium. Thus his optimal atrategy conaiats of
selecting a'(t`). But then S can deviate by selecting! and setting p' - 1, a
contradiction. O

Bagwell ( 1~ investigates a Stackelberg game with a different type of noise.
In his model, R always observes an element of the aet of S's actiona. However,
with some small probability R observes an action that was not aelected by S.
Therefore, the noiae in Bagwell's paper consists of imprecision of observation,
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contrary to the noise in this paper. Bagwell shows that, while restricting the

analysis to pure strategies, for any level of noise (no matter how small, as long

as there is at least some noise), the equilibrium of the information disclosure

game with zero disclosure cost (cf. the Stackelberg game in aubaection 5.1)

coincides with the pure-strategy Nash equilibrium of the simultaneous-move

game. The analysis in this paper however makes a different prediction: for

any noise level (1- a) E(0,1), the first-mover takes the rainimum effort level

with some probability p' E(0, 1). Moreover, a simple mixed equilibrium

converges to the pure-strategy equilibrium outcome of the Stackelberg game

if the noise disappears. The difference atema from the fact that Bagwell

assumes a different type of noise, which drives his result.

In order to perform some comparative atatics, the following example is
useful. It also demonstratea the calculation of a simple mixed equilibrium.

Example
Let Us(t,a) - a- t and UR(t,a) --(a - 2t)~, and assume that J1 ~~
(the level of noise is not too high) and c G i- 1( the disclosure cost is
not too high). Straightforward calculations (see the appendix) show that
a'(t) - 2t. Moreover, information disclosure occurs if and only if c G~(a) -
(l - t)(2~ - 1). This situation is depicted in figure 1: mixing among two
actions and disclosure of information takes place in region I, whereas in
region Il, it is too noisy or too costly to signal.

0 1~2 1-~ 1

Figure 1 DISCLOSURE ONLY IN REGION I
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Given that c C~(a), it is shown in the appendix that in a simple mixed
equilibrium t' - t, aó -(t -{(1 - 2a) - c)~A, and

1-a É-tfc
P'- ~ {-t-c.

One can immediately see that limay~ p'(c, a) - 0 and p'(0, a) -(1 - a)~a ~
0. Additionally,

dP' 1- a 2({ - t)
dc - a (l-t-c)~

dp' 1 {-t{.c
and

~ 0,

da --as{-t-cGO.
As would be expected, in a simple mixed equilibrium, the probability of
choosing t increases when the cost of sending a message increasea. When
the probability that a message reaches the receiver (~) increases, S chooses
{ with higher probability.

6 Conclusion
In a sender-teceiver game in which the sender can truthfully provide hazd
information about the action that he has chosen, we have seen that if the
cost of sending a message and the level of noise aze sufficiently low, there
is a unique equilibrium in which the sender randomizes between (i) making
the lowest effort and remaining silent, and (ii) choosing a higher effort level
and informing the receiver (I call this a simple mixed strategy). The sender
exploits the noise to cheat the receiver, who is unsure about the sender's
action if he does not receive a message.

The model has broad applications in economic theory. Three examples
are given in section 3. In the first example a monopolist selecta the quality
of the product he offers for sale. Contrary to Grossman's ~5] unraveling
result (see the discussion in the introduction of this paper), the seller doea
not always disclose information about product quality. Indeed, he can keep
a buyer fruitfully in the dark by employing a aimple mixed strategy. An
uninformed buyer takes the possibility into account that he overlooked an
advertisement. Therefore, he cannot rule out the possibility that the quality
is high.
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In the second example, a government agency wants to induce a firm to
install pollution-reducing equipment by making a procurement contract con-
tingent on the firm's behavior. The firm can inform the agency by submitting
a dossier that contains evidence. As long as there is some probability that
the agency ignores the firm's dossier by mistake, with positive probability
the firm will not buy equipment to reduce pollution. If the agency has no
dossier, it is not sure whether this is due to its own bureaucratic inefSciency
or negligence by the firm. Moreover, the analysis predicts that the more
efficient the government agency operates, that is, the smaller the probability
that dossiers sent by the firm to the agency get lost in the bureaucracy, the
higher the environmental effort by the firm.

In the third example, there are two workers in a cooperative. They de-
liver their effort levels or inputs in some production procesa in sequence.
According to the theoretical results, worker 1 will certainly inform worker 2
if he has taken more than the minimum effort. However, with positive prob-
ability worker 1 will take a low effort and say nothing about it. However,
worker 2 rationally does not simply assume the worst: if he remains unin-
formed about worker 1's effort level then he takes the possibility into account
that informatioo about the preparatory input did not reach him.

An important issue that is not analyzed in this paper is intervention by a
government body. A basic assumption was that disclosure of information is
voluntary: the sender decides whether or not to inform the receiver. Should
disclosure of information be mandatory or voluntary from a social point of
view? How does government policy in9uence the choice of action of the
sender? Whether such a policy is optimal from a social point of view is not
a priori clear: if the cost of disclosure is very high then a law that prescribes
disclosure is certainly suboptimal.

Another interesting extension can be explored by assuming that the re-
ceiver has to invest in order to extract information. Accordingly, not the
sender but the receiver pays the transmission cost. In this case it is the
receiver who decides to inform himself or not.
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Appendix

This appendix contains the computations of the example in section 4. The
result that a'(t) - 2t is direct. Suppose that c G~(J1) - maxt{.~t ~- (1 -
a)(2t - t)} - !-(2A - 1)(t - t). One can calculate

t' -argmax~(2t -t)-F~ (1 -~)(ao-t)-c-t,

P -

and

- arg maxp(-t -~ it(1 - 2~) -f aafl f c),v

arg max p(ao - t) ~- (1 - P)~atw f( 1 -~)(ao - t') - c]

aó - arg max - P (a - 2t)~ - ( 1 - P)(1 - ~) (a - 2t)~
P f(1 - P)(1 -.~) P f( 1 - P)(1 - a)

- 2Pt f (1 -P)(1 - a)t

Pf(1-P)(1-~)
.

If -t ~-1(1 - 2~) t aa~ f c- 0 then p' E(0,1). It followa that

aó - (t - l(1 - 21) - c)~a

and

P
-P"(c,a)-2(1-J~)t-(1-J1)ao - 1-1~-t~-c

ao~f2(1-~)Z-2t 1 Z-t-c'
In order to get p' ~ 0, we have to impose that c G t- !, that is, the cost of
sending a message must not be too high.
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